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The nature of the chemical bond in O3 is a topic of some
interest that dates back in the early 70s. Goddard and co-

workers concluded on the basis of generalized valence bond
(GVB) calculations that “...the ground state of ozone is well-
represented as a biradical8 with weak bonding between the singly
occupied π orbitals on the terminal oxygen atoms.”1 The
biradical hypothesis was challenged by Kalemos and Mavridis2

who proposed that the ground O3 state is a genuine closed-shell
molecule formed from the perpendicular attack of O(1D) to
O2(

1Δg). Miliordos and Xantheas3 concluded quite recently that
“the ground state of O3 does indeed originate from the excited-
state fragments O2(

1Δg) + O(1D) as first proposed by Kalemos
and Mavridis7” and they finally proposed a ground state of 82%
closed shell and 18% diradical character originating from the
interaction of O(3P) to O2(

3Σg
−). The 18% diradical character

found was based on a restructuring of the twomain configuration
state functions producing orbitals that are not localized on the
terminal O atoms but rather on the O2 moiety of the O3 species.
So, their conclusions concerning the 18% diradical character are
at least questionable. Takeshita et al.,4 based on the recoupled
pair model built upon the GVB wave function, presented a study
on the bonding nature of O3 with conclusions in line with those
presented in ref 1. There are a number of points though that
make their conclusions questionable.
First, the Takeshita et al.4 study builds upon a GVB wave

function that is specifically designed solely for the O(3P) +
O2(

3Σg
−) interaction as admitted even by the authors (vbL

Scheme 1, Figure 1): “It should, however, be noted that since we
only use one set of orbitals and the overall GVB wave function
must be consistent with the symmetry of the molecule, our
calculations would not be able to describe the asymmetric

bonding pattern associated with formation of a dative bond at
Re.” So, a closed-shell bonding pattern as suggested in ref 2 is not
and cannot be described from the outset (vbL Scheme 2, Figure
1).
Second, the ground O3 state correlates at linearity with the

1Δg
symmetry.2 This is not the case though with the GVB wave
function constructed in ref 4, since it correlates to either a Σ+ or a
Π symmetry because it conforms to the O(3P) + O2(

3Σg
−)

electronic distribution at all points of the configurational space.
Third, the active space adopted in the GVB calculations is

incomplete as shown in the Appendix section of ref 4. As the
authors explain its change results into two recoupled π bonds
between the central and the terminal O atoms, and this is in
qualitative disagreement with their conclusions on the diradical
character of O3. This means that a different Hartree product per
spin function is needed to accommodate for such different
bonding scenarios. Moreover, it has been stressed out that in
cases where two or even more bonding situations are
energetically close, they should be included in the wave function
with the orbitals reoptimized in the presence of each other.5

Fourthly, the De(O−O2) = 23.8 kcal/mol and De(O2) = 118.0
kcal/mol, although not required to be identical, are so different
that they cannot be consistent with the proposed equivalent σ
bonds between the central and the terminal O atoms.4 On the
contrary, in the SO2 molecule both SO bonds are energetically
extremely close, that is, 127 and 125 kcal/mol.4 If we consider the
bonding mechanism depicted in vbL Scheme 2 we have De(O2,
1Δg) = De(O2,

3Σg
−) − Te(

1Δg ←
3Σg

−) = 96.34 kcal/mol,6 while
based on the numerical values of ref 4, the De(O−O2, with
respect to O2(

1Δg) + O(1D)) = 91.6 kcal/mol, in practical
agreement with the De(O2,

1Δg) and the interaction energy
shown in Figure 2.
Fifthly, the rather largeΔE(3B2←

1A1) = 29.7 kcal/mol energy
gap is rather inconsistent with the statement “...weakly
interacting singlet coupled pair (S = 0.16) must be broken to
form the corresponding 3B2 triplet state.”

4

Finally, the mixed covalently/datively bonded system
advocated in ref 2 is strongly supported by the smooth and
continuous asymmetric dissociation curve at both the RHF and
RCCSD(T) levels of theory as shown in Figure 2. It is very well-
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Figure 1.Valence bond Lewis (vbL) Schemes representing two different
bonding situations. In vbL Scheme 2, the σvmirror image should also be
included.
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known that the breaking of a regular covalent bond entails a spin
decoupling, and its breaking cannot be described by any single
reference method.
To unequivocally conclude on the bonding nature within the

premises of the GVB methodology, the authors of ref 4 should
have enlarged their active space, includedmore bonding patterns,
and used a different Hartree product per spin function. We feel
that their work is inconclusive or in other words their conclusions
are consistent with their working hypothesis, that is, the
consideration of only one configuration compatible with the
O(3P) + O2(

3Σg
−) interaction.
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Figure 2. Potential energy curves at the RHF and RCCSD(T)
computational levels for the asymmetric dissociation of the ground O3
state.
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